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This writing can be broadly characterised as presented in two 
parts: WAYFARING discusses the inspiration for a new work, 
and outlines some theoretical issues and cultural approaches. 
VOYAGING examines the ‘making’, which includes technical 
research, the organisation and experimentation required to 
produce a complex video project. I found it useful to adopt a 
diaristic writing style incorporating Old English terminology, 
and this is in reference to Captain Cook’s journal entries. I slip 
between the uses of pronouns ‘I’, ‘we’ and ‘us’. In general the 
use of ‘I’ relates to me as the Artist/Concept Developer; the 
use of ‘we’ and ‘us’ may indicate collective discussions between 
myself, the crew and/or performers. Although the video will 
be prominently credited with my name, the use of ‘we’ and ‘us’ 
is important as it reflects my wish for people associated with  
this work to have a sense of ownership too. The thesis uses  
APA referencing.

The basis for my artwork is the celebrated 19th Century French 
scenic wallpaper Les Sauvages de la mer Pacifique (1804-05) 
that depicts Captain Cook and Louis de Bougainville’s Pacific 
discoveries using journal accounts and popular illustrations of 
the time. Whilst claiming to be historical, it aimed to be en-
tertaining rather than informative and challenging; the Maori, 
Pacific and First Nations peoples featured in the wallpaper have 

been removed from their cultural, political and historical real-
ity. However, the inclusion of Captain Cook at the infamous 
moment of his death in Hawaii is THE site of rupture, and pro-
vides inspiration to reappraise this pictorial fantasy using syn-
chronised multi-screen video. The risks of encounter and the 
cultural conflicts between the explorers and Pacific peoples are 
given new voice by offering indigenous people opportunities to 
resist stereotypes, answer back, and embody their own agency.

As is common to many arts practitioners, my work employs a 
heuristic methodology, one where the act of making is a pro-
cess of experimentation leading to new knowledge. I have a sig-
nificant practice to draw upon, and so I discuss previous works 
that have engaged with colonial imagery of indigenous people 
as these offer practical approaches, and assisted me in under-
taking this complex project. I outline a four-stage production 
process designed to enable the making of the panoramic video 
in Pursuit of Venus. The first two stages including formulating 
a technical production plan, and capturing the lush idyllic Pa-
cific imagery fundamental to the final work are now complete. 
in Pursuit of Venus emulates the modular nature of Les Sauvages 
de la mer Pacifique in that it contracts or expands to fit any size 
room. I end with a brief description of in Pursuit of Venus first 
screening at the Mt. Albert estate Alberton House.

Abstract
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Wayfaring

MONDAY 10 OCTOBER, 2005
I travel to the National Gallery of Australia (NGA) in 
Canberra to see The Passions, an exhibition of American 
video artist Bill Viola whom I have long admired. On 
display in another gallery was the alluring yet strange Les 
sauvages de la mer Pacifique. This French hand-blocked 
wallpaper meandered across several walls, its myriad 
colourful characters populating an immense pictorial 
scene. Marveling at the work, I wonder why it seems so 

fig.1

unusual. I realise that although it claims to represent the 
Pacific, the characters attire and the unfamiliar flora are 
unlike anything I associate with my Polynesian roots. 
This fascinating concoction was a fabulation located in 
someone else’s elsewhere. I purchase the catalogue written 
by curator Vivienne Webb, and head for home – the urban 
K’Road scene of central Auckland. 

WEDNESDAY 27 JUNE, 2007
I receive an invitation to attend the inaugural meeting for 
Close Encounters - a contemporary art project with artists 
from New Zealand and Chicago. Initiated by the curators 

Chuck Thurow and Bruce E Phillips, Close Encounters 
aims “to explore the contexts, places and situations where 
social and cultural groups meet; with the objective of 
encouraging new forms of engagement between artists, 
art institutions and communities...” With community 
relationship building at its core Close Encounters has an 
intriguing premise and I am keen to participate. I want to 
see if my own practise can answer some of the questions 
also asked of the project “can cultural gatherings be 
both inclusive of other groups and retain tradition? 
If the design of physical space can clearly inhibit such 
interactions, can it also encourage them?  To what degree 
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are social groups dependent upon serendipity? Can 
artistic intervention or participation generate lasting 
social units or communities?” (Chuck Thurow, personal 
communication June 27, 2007). 

15-17 MAY, 2008
Close Encounters launches with a powhiri (ceremonial 
gathering) in the Maori meeting house Ruatepupuke II 
at the Field Museum in Chicago. Over the next three days 
I meet many artists and visit an eclectic mix of Chicago 
communities. At the debriefing the artists discuss their 
ideas for Close Encounters. As a multi-media practitioner 

fig.2

I am excited by HPAC’s day/night video screen. Its 
impressive scale run by Dataton Watchout - a permanent 
video program connecting to ten projectors delivering a 
projection ten feet high by eighty feet long. Known as 
the Jackman Goldwasser Gallery, during daylight hours 
black-out blinds are lowered and a walkway alongside the 
screen provides a close-up view for the audience as they 
traverse the space; at night-time rear-screen projection 
blinds enable outdoor screening. Opposite HPAC are 
several high-rise apartments where uninterrupted views 
of the panoramic projection can be seen by a potentially 
large audience.

THURSDAY 4 JULY, 2008
Close Encounters seeks culturally relevant engagements 
between artists and communities and with the proposal 
deadline fast approaching I serendipitiously recall Les 
sauvages. While researching Webb’s catalogue I realise the 
wallpaper not only includes Maori, Pacific and Aborigines, 
but also First Nations peoples from Nootka Sound and 
Prince William Sound. So this wallpaper also pertains 
to North American visual culture, and I conceive of re-
staging the panoramic wallpaper, changing its original 
production mode from print to live-action video. It 
seems appropriate that the cultural representations in Les 
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sauvages be revised by giving voice to its subjects; to make 
a work for global communities sensitive to indigenous 
issues. To enact this new ‘close encounter’ I imagine a video 
that introduces Pacific peoples, their dances and cultural 
ceremonies to First Nations communities, art lovers and 
Chicago residents. I also imagine recording First Nations 
practices so they too can be shared. The curators decide 
that showing the work during winter offers longer outdoor 
screening hours, and  importantly, amplifies the exotic 
differences between the sun drenched Pacific imagery and 
a frigid, snowy Chicago.

Artifact 
The celebrated nineteenth century panoramic wallpaper 
Les sauvages de la mer Pacifique (1804-05) is a historically 
significant work produced by entrepreneur Joseph Dufour. 
The costs of an undertaking at this scale were substantial. 
Dufour employed Jean Gabriel Charvet as the illustrator, 
and they researched the most popular illustrations to 
reference in the final design, substantially adding to its 
commercial appeal. Les sauvages presents accounts from 
Captain Cook’s and Louis de Bougainville’s journals, 
and reworked engravings by Webber and Hodges from 

Cook’s publications - bestsellers in their time that had 
been rapidly translated into other European languages. 
Bougainville’s voyage did not include artists as Cook’s 
did –  so they drew from his rhetoric of primitivism 
and the ‘noble savage’. Les sauvages is divisible, in effect 
modular, it can be shown in its complete composition of 
20 strips, clustered in scenes or extended for larger rooms. 
The Bishop Museum in Hawaii has the smallest and 
most poignant example, a fragment of strip 10 is affixed 
to a fire-screen and it shows Captain Cook’s death. The 
largest example is held at Portland Museum of Art, Maine 
in USA consisting of 25.5 strips. Les sauvages’s complex 
production of one thousand woodblocks which produces 
a seamless vista over twenty paper-drops arcs well to 
sophisticated twenty-first century cinematic technologies.

As Vivienne Webb (2000) observes in Les sauvages de la mer 
Pacifique, “The vision of place presented in the wallpaper 
is screened through a nostalgic Neo Classical ‘lens’ which 
is also a dream vision of a possible place, a future imagined 
by idealists, of a society at one with nature, stripped of 
the corruption brought on by civilisation” (p. 10). The 
characters wear Hellenic costumes better reflecting the 
1748 discovery of Pompeii rather than Pacific attire. “No 
one bought it on the basis of whether the Tahitians were 
accurately portrayed or not (and these frisky ballerinas 
certainly bear little resemblance to John Webber’s 
official and widely-disseminated images). Nonetheless 
throughout are scattered certain touches of authenticating 
detail mostly on the sidelines, that could have come after 
Cook’s artists Sydney Parkinson (1745-1771) or John 
Webber (1751-1793)” (p. 29). Les sauvages was hung in 
stately homes of wealthy Europeans and Americans, and 
is a pictorial fantasy of Enlightenment humanist values.

Included in Webb’s catalogue is Dufour’s marketing tool, 
a forty-eight page Promotional Prospectus which reveals 
his Enlightenment tendencies “this decoration has been 
designed with the object of showing to the public the 

peoples encountered by the most recent explorers, and of 
using new comparisons to reveal the natural bonds of taste 
and enjoyment that exist between all men, whether they 
live in a state of civilisation or are at the outset of the use 
of their natural intelligence” (p. 32). While some societies 
are depicted favourably, not all cultures are represented 
equally, the inhabitants of Nootka Sound are described 
thus “savages are of medium height. They are not well 
built and have ill-proportioned bodies. Their legs, above 
all, are fat and shapeless. Their ugly faces do not appear in 
their natural colour being daubed with ochre and oil” (p. 
34). Dufour may have considered darker races as primitive 
and inferior, saying of Easter Islanders “the men... are 
rather ugly, of medium height and tattooed from head 
to toe. They pierce their ears so as to stretch them to 
ridiculous lengths.” Although the Promotional Prospectus 
makes several references to tattoo, none appear in the final 
design because the genre of body art was considered too 
challenging for Western audiences – prints of ta moko 
might appear in a book, but not upon the walls of a salon 
or drawing room. And although they represented major 
discoveries, the Easter Island statues were omitted, perhaps 
because their ruined state implied decay and mortality 
rather than happier pleasant themes. Dufour’s wallpaper 
exhibits an entertainment for colonial voyeurism. 

Whilst claiming to be historical, Les sauvages takes accounts 
plucked from different historical times and relocates 
them into a fictional Tahitian landscape. The imagery 
aimed to be pleasing and slightly tantalising rather than 
informative and challenging; these Pacific peoples have 
been removed from their cultural, political and historical 
reality. Commenting in Pacific Performances: Theatricality 
and Cross-Cultural Encounter in the South Seas (p. 7) 
Christopher Balme explains “the first explorers... were 
struck by the highly performative nature of the cultures 
they encountered. Wherever they went, they were met 
with a succession of rituals, ceremonies, dances, oratory... 
So rich indeed was this performative aspect of the islands 

fig.3
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that early visitors had the impression of attending one long 
heiva (ceremonial gathering).” Cook and other explorers 
were fascinated and sometimes ambivalent about what 
they saw, while some admired the Pacific peoples and their 
environments, others denigrated them. During a three day 
Tongan ceremony, Cook was horrified by the spectacle 
of women wrestling and begged the Chief to stop this 
barbaric act. On the other hand, he was surprised by the 
refined Tongan dance movements, and astonished that 
such displays of elegance occurred so far from civilised 
societies. These complex and contradictory responses 
were edited out of Les sauvages’s utopian imagery.

and Discovery, would not permit its being shown at closer 
range” Promotional Prospectus (p. 37). Dufour would have 
seen many illustrations of this controversial event. While 
some understood this as evidence of Hawaiian savagery, 
others thought Cook had brought death upon himself. 
The scene appears within strip 10 in miniature scale, but 
its inclusion is a juncture and THE site of rupture in the 
wallpaper. I too will include Cooks death, but from whose 
perspective – the British Admiralty’s or the Hawaiian’s? 
Captain Cook, Bank’s and other explorers discuss trade 
between them and local people – but what is considered 
bartering from one persons perspective could equally be 
viewed as theft from anothers; and a demonstration of 
arms could be seen as blatant military force. I determine 
to transgress the wallpaper’s conventions and include 
other difficult scenes to foreground the risks of  encounter 
and cultural conflicts, well aware of the slippery nature of 
viewpoints and truth. I will incorporate local perspectives, 
workshopping these stories with indigenous writers and 
actors. However, I need to create the lush landscape with 
its myriad idyllic Pacific spectators and performances first 
in order to provide a contrast with the gritty dramas.

Victuals
As is common with many artistic practitioners, I use a 
heuristic methodology where the making is a process 
of experimentation leading to new knowledge. I have a 
varied practice to draw on, so which of my previous works 
engage with colonial imageries and offers approaches to 
embark on this latest project?

Native Portraits n.19897 (1998) 
17 channel DV-video, stereo sound, 21mins, vitrines

The inspiration for Native Portraits n.19897 were 
19th Century cartes de visite and the thriving colonial 

postcard industry where Maori were a popular subject. 
Native Portraits includes hundreds of video portraits 
contextualised by several Colonial costume dramas. They 
are influenced by the work of pioneer photographers 
Alfred and Walter Burton, whose images have critically 
come to be associated with ‘old time Maori’. The eight 
dramas are between two to nine minutes long, and 
examine the popular photographic genres of the time 
including the ‘Maori belle’ and the ‘noble warrior’. 
Staged in portraiture studios just as the photograph is 
being recorded, the dramas convey personal, political 
and historical events beyond the audiences field of view. 
Native Portraits complicates assumptions around the 
politics of image making and taking – a picture might 
be staged or stolen, and few realise that Maori actively 
commissioned portraits for their own purposes (New 
Zealand Film Archive, 2012, para. 1).  “In a direct 
engagement with the museum’s function as a western 
device for the collection and display of cultural identity... 
Native Portraits coolly reflects the European gaze; the 
specular conventions of colonial portraiture setting the 
parameters of an installation fronting complex resistance 
to its consumption as a Wunderkammer by an ‘old world’ 
audience. Reihana demonstrates that while ‘authenticity’ 
is a European invention, its production and manipulation 
remains a postcolonial speciality” (New Zealand Film 
Archive, 2012, para. 2). The new video will also revise 
historical imagery to foreground indigenous concerns. 
Kylie Message describes Native Portraits thus “the 
anthropological or ethnocentric gaze is subverted by this 
work, and in reconstructing historical scenes, Reihana 
has employed a change in the direction of the mise-en-
scene... animated by video, however, these thoroughly  
renewed subjects return the viewer’s exploring gaze, with 
a direct and critical look of their own” Contemporary 
identity, culture and the art of redress (New Zealand 
Journal of Media Studies, 2012, para. 17). The 
romanticised wallpaper imagery will be contested by the 
scripted dramas.

fig.4

But one image appears in Les sauvages that no other 
panoramic wallpaper dare include, the illustration of a white 
man’s murder. Cook is shown at the infamous moment of 
his death in Hawaii “the battle in which Captain Cook 
was killed has been included in the far distance since the 
size of the two frigates involved in the action, Resolution 
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Digital Marae (2001) 11 photographs

Digital Marae uses modern photographic representations 
of Maori and Pacific atua (ancestors) to foreground a 
traditionally inspired installation. Digital Marae briefly 
usurps gallery interiors using the architectural logic of 
wharenui (meeting house) to populate and warm the 
walls with people drawn from my community. This 

marae is inclusive, so I collaborate with family and friends 
as models who mediate mythology for contemporary 
audiences. The inclusion of two takatāpui (third gender) 
poupou (carvings) ensures I reflect the urban community 
I am a part of. Digital Marae’s modular production 
methodology develops the ongoing work over time: the 
first photo-shoot focussed on female atua, while a further 
two photo-shoots added male and takatapui characters to 
the suite. An important outcome is Digital Marae creates a 
community of talent, crew, friends and families. Because it 
has been widely seen in New Zealand and internationally, 
its reputation preceeds me and introduces my politics and 
practice to potential collaborators. Critically, this project 
as well as my work with the performance collective Pacific 
Sisters, has given me the confidence to work with other 
indigenous peoples and represent them and their cultures. 

Whetu i te Rangi (2010) 
8-channel HD-video 14mins

The Toi Maori Matariki Outdoor Projection commission 
provided a professional opportunity to work with Spyglass 
- a video production company who use Dataton Watchout, 
the same video technology as Jackman Goldwasser Gallery 
in Chicago. The budget allows me to purchase a basic system 
capable of making a panoramic video: a fast computer and 
After Effects software. With the necessary impetus to learn the 
software I attend After Effects workshops at Unitec. I decide 
to project onto two long concrete buildings at Corbans Estate 
Art Gallery (CEAC). Spyglass provides the pixel dimensions 
and technical support. Making Whetu i te Rangi was an 
invaluable learning experience; I was introduced to pixel 
mapping, content acquisition, After Effects compositing, 
data wrangling, and content output for Dataton Watchout. 
When Whetu i te Rangi was completed, two projection 
towers housing eight video-projectors projected the work 
onto the two historical concrete structures. The full Matariki 
moon illuminating the sky arose behind the buildings adding 
an otherworldly dimension.

Survey

What other literary models and video-practices can 
inform me about historical representations and cultural 
engagements?

Appealing to my artistic sensibility is the quantity and 
range of imagery arising from the voyages. Alongside 
his cartography and scientific recordings, Cook actively 
improved his draughting skills penning a likeness of Sydney 
Parkinson’s Tolaga Bay illustration. An online search of 
recent exhibitions includes Cook and other voyagers 
continue to fascinate us as much today as in their own time 
- Power and Taboo (British Museum, 2006), James Cook 
and the exploration of the Pacific (Bonn Kunsthalle, 2009), 
Shadowing Venus: Pacific Adventures of Joseph Banks (Puki 
Ariki, New Plymouth 2012) and The Captain (Tauranga 
Art Gallery, Tauranga 2012). Anne Salmond and Nicholas 
Thomas use close readings of the official illustrations to 
understand the encounters from a different perspective. 
In The Trial of the Cannibal Dog (2003) Salmond sheds 
a  humanistic light “during his first two voyages to the 
Pacific, Cook had often spoken of Tahitians or Maori 
as his ‘friends’, and advocated Strict honisty and gentle 
treatment.” Cook was a man with strong principles which 
he tried to impart to his crew, however he was an eye-
witness to the devastating impacts Western encounters 
were having on Pacific peoples. Salmond surmises “he 
began to lose his faith in the power of reason. Maori had 
killed and eaten his men, and then deceived him about 
what had happened. Cook became increasingly cynical, 
and prone to violent outbursts of anger” (pp. 430-431). I 
want to explore these conflicting qualities of kindness and 
cruelty by redeploying the illustrations as dramas. 

Tupaia was a Tahitian Priest and Navigator who joined 
Cook’s first voyage at Banks insistence. Recent discoveries 
now confirm several water-colours can be attributed to 

fig.5
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Tupaia, making them some of the earliest examples of 
Pacific art using Western idioms. Tupaia illustrated a Chief 
Mourner’s costume, the simple drawing conveying much 
information about its materiality and construction, lucky 
given that soon after contact these elaborate costumes 
were banned from production by religious leaders. One 
fascinating account describes Banks ‘going native’ where 
he swaps his breeches for a maro (loin-cloth) and paints 
his body black with charcoal. Joining the Chief Mourner 
in a funerary rite, the ceremony consisted of scaring spirits 
away and scattering frightened villagers. Banks may have 
considered Tupaia an artifact he could present to court, 
but Tupaia never made it to Britain, dying a sad and lonely 
death in Batavia. It has been speculated that the most 
illustrious artifacts collected during  the first voyage may 
have originally been gifted to Tupaia. A dog-skin cloak 
provides the catalyst to script a drama between Tupaia and 
Maori, Banks performing with the Chief Mourner.

Turning to relevant models in contemporary video practice, 
I discovered AES+F edgy widescreen installations. Last 
Riot (2005-07) introduced me to their peculiar globalised 

animation aesthetic where attractive Caucasian, Asian and 
African people are digitally-stitched together. Camouflage 
clad warriors fight for supremacy in a man-made world 
where disasters endlessly unfold. Since viewing a later 
work Allegoria Sacra (2011), I have became less enchanted 
by their work. The slick styling and global eclecticism 
reminds me of nineteen eighties ‘United Colours of 
Benetton’ ad-campaigns which have rightly been accused 
of homogenising cultural differences. AES+F seem to 
substitute shock value for political analysis, the Russian 
artists objectify difference just as colonists have done 
before. This provides a timely caution with regard to 
style over content, and artistic currency versus ethics. 
Nonetheless, the impact AES+F is having on international 
audiences bodes well for the new videos reception.

The Bosnian video artist Danica Dakić has incorporated 
scenic wallpapers since 2006, with her focus attuned 
to the fictitious and exotic nature of these works. Isola 
Bella (2007) was recorded at the Wallpaper Museum in 
Kassel, Germany, its title derived from the floral wallpaper. 
Dakić peoples this tangle of plant-life with teenagers who 
appear as both spectators and performers. “The video 
alternates between the residents’ performance in front of 
the wallpaper and their reactions as audience members… 
Through storytelling and improvised songs, the residents 
weave together their personal histories and desires, creating 
a space between documentary and performance that is part 
fact and part fantasy” (Hammer Museum, 2011, para. 1). 
I have viewed online images showing the wallpaper used 
as a backdrops for the teenage performers who negotiated 
their placement for the staged interviews. I find Dakić’s 
collaborative relationship resonates with the ways I want 
to engage with performers. 

The cinematic term fourth wall describes the audience’s 
invisible ‘fly on the wall’ view. Maori filmmaker Barry 
Barclay (2003) considers it a privileging view, and in 
Celebrating Fourth Cinema (Illusions No. 35, pp. 7-11) 

theorises about an indigenous cinema where First Peoples 
control the camera rather than being the subject of its gaze. 
Graeme Tucketts’ (2009) documentary entitled Camera on 
the shore expresses Barclay’s concerns of “using the camera 
as if indigenous peoples were standing on the shore and 
seeing the colonists arrive, rather than the camera coming 
from the colonists themselves”. Christopher Balme (2006) 
also cites the foreshore as a loaded space, a border zone 
“for the first voyagers, beaches were the initial stage of 
encounter, ludic or otherwise. Dramatic scenes were played 
out when the Europeans attempted their first landings 
on the islands.... it is the privileged arena of encounter in 
the Pacific, the site of first contact and new perceptions” 
Pacific Performances (p. 24). I want viewers to experience 
a tangata whenua view, to feel as if they are watching the 
foreshore action from behind the flora.

Voyaging itinerary
I need to name this project to move it beyond my 
imagination and bring it into the present. It deserves 
something reflecting the romance of French language 
so when  my partner suggests in Pursuit of Venus. I like 
Pursuit as it references voyaging and discoveries; and 
Venus recognises Cook’s official orders to record the 
Transit of Venus. It’s a sly nod to Louis de Bougainville’s 
famous description of Tahiti as the ‘New Cythera’, forever 
associating Tahiti with Aphrodite’s mythical lustful 
island. POV is the cinematic acronym for ‘point of view’ - 
appropriate as we challenge notions of representation. We 
have a title! in Pursuit of Venus seems hopeful and poetic 
without being reductive.

As a well-connected, mobile artist I am fortunate to 
attend many international exhibitions and events, so I use 
my networks to advance the project. I need to maintain 
energy for networking at exhibitions, festivals, and Maori 
and Pacific performances. Time is constrained as I actively 

fig.6
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maintain my exhibition schedule and seek funding 
opportunities. I secure the Victoria Park Motorway and 
Rangimarie Last Dance commissions, while they bring in 
money, they also substantially add to my workload. My 
reputation assists me to reach people I want to engage with - 
the Indigenous Photo Media Forum in Melbourne, and Stop 
the Gap in Adelaide providing opportunites to dialogue 
with Aborigine artists and Australian organisations. in 
Pursuit of Venus is about an artist’s vision and it relies on 
social relationships. Appendix-1 is included to convey 
the scope of the project, and the relationships made or 
renewed during its making. The list of Supernumaries 
(ships muster) otherwise known as the Crew & Cast.

My artwork requires a highly polished finish, so my research 
has necessarily focussed on the latest video technologies 
because good choices increase it’s visual plausibility, 
wrong decisions will prove expensive. The scale of this  
production is expansive, costly, and a little overwhelming 
at times; so I conceive of a way to evolve the project in 
four necessarily porous stages, with some tasks overlapping 
and occuring simultaneously. Stage 1 and Stage 2 leads 
to prototyping a demo video work which is submitted 
for Masters examination. Stage 3 involves international 
residencies where scripts will be developed around the 
key players Captain Cook, Joseph Banks and Tupaia. The 
Drama Descriptions outlined in Appendix-2 will develop 
in collaboration with indigenous writers and actors. The 
final stage is the video recording and editing of the dramas 
and preparing in Pursuit of Venus for exhibition. 

Production Phases:

Stage 1 
Technical Research
Networking
Fundraising

Stage 2 
CGI illustration
Technical experimentation
Video Pacific performances
MDES completion

Stage 3 
Script writing
Casting, Costume Design, Rehearsals
Record dramas 
Artist Residencies at: 
Montalvo Art Centre, USA
Hyde Park Art Centre, USA   
Campbelltown Art Centre, Australia

Stage 4 
Editing, Sound Design, Video Delivery
Project Completion 
Sept 2013, Exhibitions

First Encounters
WEDNESDAY 2  DECEMBER 2009
I meet Ole Maiava, Director of Pasifika Festival to seek 
talent recommendations. He tells me Mana Moali will be 
the very first Hawaiian group to perform at Pasifika, and 
provides a contact for Keola Nakanishi. I immediately 
begin an online dialogue, introducing the video project 
and my interest in recording a traditional Hawaiian dance. 
Nakanishi’s reply is very warm but outlines some thorny 
issues “I know they (Hawaiian elders) want to have a 
conversation about intellectual and cultural property 
rights, nothing personal just as you can imagine, like other 
natives, Hawaiians have had some pretty bad experiences 
and just need to be cautious and clear upfront” (Keola 
Nakanishi, personal communication February 11, 2010). 
I’m also in contact with Mana Moali Co-ordinator 
Gina Maioho who tells me “So far, none of what we are 
learning is approved by Kumu Vicky to be recorded. She 
understood that we are going to be recorded for the festivals 
but didn’t want them recorded for any other purposes” 
(Gina Maioho, personal communication February 14, 
2010). I was humbled, as an elder Kumu Vicky is the only 
person able to grant permission, but she is not feeling 
comfortable with my request. Neither is she a computer 
user, so our communications has by necessity been second-
hand. With time running out and a successful outcome 
looking unlikely, I cancel the shoot. This is a reminder 
of the importance of face to face discussions where there 
are opportunities to personally explain and reassure the 
participants. I realise some people will be more empathetic 
to my work than others.

fig.7
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Conduct
Native Portraits raised my awareness that colonised peoples 
can be wary of the camera. In Decolonising Methodologies 
Research and Indigenous Peoples (1991) Linda Tuhiwai 
Smith outlines the pitfalls indigenous researchers face 
“indigenous people are tired of being researched” (p. 118). 
Standard cinematic practice requires legal documents be 
signed, but Smith made me reassess Talent Release Forms. 
She cautions that while they prove individual consent, 
they are unable to acknowledge community ownership, or 
whether a performance should be made public. However, 
there are different approaches, and many individuals and 
communities have embraced opportunities to showcase 
their cultures. In some cases opportunities have been 
seized for political visibility and the advantages it may 
bring. Online searches reveal an abundant repository of 
Pacific cultural practices - this publically available material 
demonstrates that ethics continue to be applied differently. 
With consideration to my processes, finding Ngahuia Te 
Awekotuku’s seven principals of research engagement (p. 
20) was reassuring as I have long aspired to modeling many 
of these values in my practice.

1. Aroha ki te tangata 
 respect for people
2. Kanohi kitea 
 present yourself to people 
 face to face
3. Titiro, whakarongo... korero 
 look, listen... speak
4. Manaaki ki te tangata 
 share and host people, 
 be generous
5. Kia tupato 
 be cautious
6. Kaua te takahia te mana o te tangata 
 Don’t trample over people’s mana 

7. Kaua e mahaki 
 don’t flaunt your knowledge

I do not want to repeat colonial mistakes; to avoid this 
my bottom line is that everybody is paid - they may not be 
commercial rates, but a payment nonetheless. It’s easy to 
decide because it’s about fairness, and up to me to secure the 
financial means. My selfish hope is that this koha (payment) 
will prevent issues arising later, particularly as we plan to 
make sales to underwrite the project. I will host everyone to 
my best abilities, provide a great experience, and make sure 
people feel valued and proud of their contribution.

The Talent Introduction (Appendix-1) explains our 
production is not a commercial film made for broadcast 
“in Pursuit of Venus is an artwork, and we respectfully seek 
ways to work with you as performance artists and actors. We 
offer a koha for your contribution, and seek to reciprocate 
in other ways where possible.” It outlines our position 
with the recorded imagery “in the event that a digital or 
print publication is made around the work, all artist’s and 
contributor’s names will be acknowledged in the credits. 
We are also happy to discuss supplying your group with a 
copy of any video film we shoot of your performance. As is 
standard practice on film and video shoots we will require 
all artists to sign a Talent Release Form acknowledging 
each participant consents to be included in the work.”

Learned Society
The key crew (Appendix-2) is an all-important group of 
professionals who provide me with their specialist advice: 
Tim Gruchy, Technical Advisor, Dataton Watchout 
programming; Sam Tozer, Director of Photography 
(DOP), Editor, After Effects Operator and Sound Editor; 
James Pinker, Sound Designer, and Technical Support. 
But it is draining carrying this complicated video, 

negotiating with overseas organisations and maintaining 
an active artistic profile. I decide to enlist a Producer for 
moral support and to help me manage this self- funded 
production. At this time I am unable to offer a realistic fee, 
so this person needs to be committed to the idea. I approach 
Lara Bowen who assisted on the video production of  
Native Portraits. She loves this idea and we meet over 
several months. A life change forces her relocation so I 
begin the process again. I seek out Viv Stone, another 
experienced Producer with excellent people skills. She 
agrees, intrigued by the rich subject matter and an interest 
in developing an iPad app. Stone is taking French lessons, 
so this is a timely proposition. There is a delay of several 
weeks as other commitments are completed. 

fig.8
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Finally in September we begin preparations for the first 
video-shoot in October. As Stone rightly points out, we 
cannot afford to make assumptions about our roles, so it 
is important to collaboratively formulate the production 
methodology and clearly understand the division of 
responsibilities. We begin a whirlwind of meetings with the 
key crew to pinpoint our technical needs. We establish a 
series of vocabularies to communicate; the key crew employ 
a technical jargon, and use a non-alienating language for 
everyone else. As the wallpaper figures are small - do we want 
to increase their size thereby creating a relationship with 
the audience? If so, what are the proportions between the 
characters, trees and viewers? Will we record sync sound, 
or compose an ambient soundtrack? Because we envisage a 
long exhibition life, what future-proofing options should 
we consider? Will the work be shown on flat-screens? If it 
is made for projection and flat-screens – are there editing 
implications? How many versions or editions will there 
be? Flat-screens have sales appeal – particularly a single 
screen version, but does this compromise the integrity of 
the panoramic video? When the work is complete, how do 
we ensure it is being presented to ‘best practice’? Could we 
design a travel kit that is loaned out? Aware of Dufour’s 
modular accomplishment, I too want this artwork to be 
flexible so venues with different capabilities are enabled to 
present it. 

Stone and I meet Samoan choreographer Sefa Enari, 
Director of Pacific Dance New Zealand, and ask for his 
assistance in sourcing talent. We outline the scope of our 
project and show Enari our trusty Webb’s catalogue. He 
immediately grasps the possibilities because he studied 
Les sauvages as a student. Enari astutely suggests we 
choreograph new performances rather than recording the 
troupes own pre-rehearsed dances. This will help overcome 
intellectual property issues and ensure we obtain original 
material. Even though I have many cultural experiences to 
draw upon, there are shortfalls and gender considerations 
too - some Pacific men may prefer to be addressed by a male. 

Afterwards, Stone and I decide to create a Choreographer 
and invite Enari to this role, we are thrilled when he  
says yes. 

ACQUISITION - PANORAMIQUE 

FEBRUARY –  JUNE 2011
I’m unable to begin any video recording until crucial 
decisions around the CGI are locked down. Once the 
pixel dimensions are set, so too is the final projection 
scale. I search for an illustrator by contacting friends in 
the advertising industry, and the Russian illustrator Anton 
Petrov is recommended. Impressed by his website and the 
diversity of his work, I arrange a meeting. Les sauvage’s 
design has extra sky which can be trimmed to fit different 
room heights. Petrov asks how similar to the wallpaper 
is the CGI? What is the quality and scale I am looking 
for? Where does the horizon line sit? How many trees do 
I want? and is Les sauvages still under copyright? I need 
to supply answers before Petrov can provide a quote and 
delivery date.

DISCoVERIES
Tim Gruchy and I discuss the CGI’s relationship to 
video-projectors and consider the largest wall size the 
work might occupy. Eventually we settle on 7680 by 1024 
pixels equating to a fifteen by three meter projection. I 
want the illustration to replicate the wallpaper. Petrov 
makes some minor changes to allay his copyright fears. 
I’ve become accustomed to the sun-bleached colours of 
Webb’s catalogue cover, so this becomes the CGI’s palette. 
Because I am changing a print into a digital image, I forgo 
the option to adding a paper texture. Les sauvages has over 
one hundred and fifty figures, the largest being relatively 
small. We increase the foreground by fifty percent to give 
extra standing room for the characters. Like Dufour, I 
want flexibility and request the illustration be delivered 
in separate layers: foreground, sky, and trees. Acquiring 

the trees as separate elements allows for replication, and 
scalability to create depth within the pictorial CGI space. 
We agree on a fee so Petrov can begin making the CGI 
layers and eight trees.

When the copyright question was asked, my heart 
skipped a beat because I hadn’t considered this possibility. 
A contract clause releases Petrov from any copyright 
responsibility. We seek legal advice and learn Les sauvages 
is out of copyright - a great relief. In the process we discover 
it is in production by the exclusive interior design firm De 
Gournay, their international showrooms in London, Paris, 
New York and Moscow which demonstrates Les Sauvages’ 
continuing appeal and esteem.
 
DOP Sam Tozer and I turn our attention to camera options. 
A friend offers his RED camera free of charge, but Tozer 
prefers to use the Sony HD camera. We discuss the pros 
and cons: RED camera records four times the information 
of HD (4096 x 2034), which is good for future-proofing, 
but does require an additional crew member to ‘data 
wrangle’, and uses RED’s own proprietry video-codec. The 
lens of the RED camera has a short depth of field useful 
for a ‘cinematic look’, while the Sony HD lens maintains a 
sharp depth of field well suited to emulating an illustration. 
Tozer’s company Brownstreet Productions will provide 
DOP, tripod, sundry equipment and editing services for 
an all-inclusive fee. 

Our Costume Designer is Steven Ball whose enthusiasm 
for the project, love of the Pacific and extensive networks  
enhance our own. Ball has an intimate knowledge of tatau 
(tattoo) culture being extensively marked himself. His 
ability to improvise will suit our production methodology. 
Ball begins developing our Pre-colonial look, gathering 
materials, props and visual references. The colour red has 
great significance, in the Pacific it is used to denote Chiefs 
and high-ranking persons, our charachters will wear red 
to contrast with the colonial maritime uniforms. Another 
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designer cautions me that the colour red can ‘pop’ in green-
screen conditions, making it difficult to chromakey, so I 
know we need to experiment with our equipment. 

We need to devise a technical plan for all future shoots, so we 
must check how the camera functions with the compositing 
software, trial red colours and costume detailing. We know 
the camera will remain in a fixed position, but working in 
the panoramic format is completely different to standard 
cinematic conventions: we are unable to use mid-shots, 
close-ups, panning and zooms, which means we need to 
find a way to introduce and exit the characters from the 
screen. Whatever this method is, it will influence the 
editing style and ultimately the aesthetic look. 

Stone secures in-kind support for our green-screen shoot 
from the appropriately named South Seas Film School. 
They will provide studio access when their school year ends, 
with potential for further access during the summer break. 
This generous offer allows us to think more expansively 
about our production, and we contemplate three video-
shoots in this facility: a low-budget experimental shoot; 
one soon after with painted screen and full lighting rig; 
and a third timed around the 2012 Pacifica Festival. In 

return we offer to cover costs of professionally painting the 
studio’s cyclorama, returning it to pristine condition.

ACQUISITION - VIDEO-SHOOT 1

SATURDAY 26 NOVEMBER 2011

TAUPOU DANCE 
Filoi performs the ceremonial Samoan dance.

SAMOAN DANCE 
Filoi performs another Samoan dance in different costume.

SPECTATOR 
Steven Ball
Tattooed palangi (European) spectator.
VILLAGER 
Filoi seated, oiling her hair and skin.

VILLAGES 
Record wooden carvings, fale and masks to make villages 
for the CGI.

DISCoVERIES
To maintain consistency between shoots, our technical 
plan locks in the camera model, lens type, and tripod 
height. The SonyHD has a good depth of field with sharp 
focus from camera lens to edge of cyclorama, giving us a 
work area of twelve by five metres. The lighting is set at 
2pm in the afternoon, chosen because the shadows help 
ground the characters into the CGI, aiding realism and 
smoothing out differences between the two-dimensional 
CGI and live-action elements. 

Unbleached calico does pass as unprinted tapa, and 
no issues experienced with our red-coloured materials. 
Unfortunately we cannot use foliage, the green colouration 
disappears in chromakey, a shame as I admire freshly made 

dance skirts and head-wear. Shiny skin and hair reflects the 
green-screen paint resulting in bad chromakeys – so no 
oiled skin! We need to be vigilant with tan-lines, bra-lines, 
sock-lines and contemporary tattoos, which show up on 
screen and disrupt the Pre-Colonial look. Religious morals 
frowned upon males wearing the maro (loincloth), so it is 
decided to use this traditional garment. By limiting our 
materials to calico, tapa-cloth and dried plant materials, we 
have created a natural and textured palette which generates 
visual unity across the discrete performances.
 
We prepare for a second more substantial shoot, extending 
our crew with as many Maori and Pacific people. Working 
with Pacific Dance, we contact dance troupes, and use 
their guidance for scheduling. Aspects of the shoot remain 
unanswered, so we aim to keep things simple. A pack-in 
the night before will give up extra shooting time for the 
eight hour day.

fig.9 fig.10
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ACQUISITION - VIDEO-SHOOT 2

SATURDAY 10 DECEMBER,  2011

TATAU
Originally I wanted to record Tatau’s performance which 
begins with a  traditional chant and then transforms into 
Beyonce’s ‘I’m a Single Lady’, the hilarious and highly 
charged moment confounding heterosexual expectations 
as they shift from macho males to high-camp. Tatau had a 
different lead dancer, so instead they perform the Samoan 
mosquito slap dance. We prepared for a live-sound 
recording with the log drummer first, then the dancers 
performed to playback sound. 

WRESTLING 
The Tatau performers become wrestlers in a vignette that 
amalgamates Bougainville’s visit to Tonga with Cook’s 
attendance at a three-day festival. These characters are 
not Tongan but Samoan, clearly identifiable by their pe’a 
(leg-and-midriff ) tatau. We block the wrestling moves 
using two pairs men, each scene is just over a minute 
long. These muscular vignettes replicate activities in  
Les sauvages. 

SEATED HULA
While in the costume department, Aruna Po-ching was 
shown the Jacques Arago’s ‘Les Iles Sandwich Femme de 
l’isle Mowi dansant’ [Bishop Museum] illustration of a 
topless Hawaiian woman performing a seated hula. Po-
Ching wants to re-enact this traditional hula, requesting 
tattoos be drawn on her upper torso so she is clothed in a 
Polynesian sense. 

generous layers of tapa, the two women dance a hula, 
their costume amplifiying the sensuous Hawaiian dance.  
Po-Ching was thrilled by this sequence, commenting that 
the costume transformed her dance movements, and that 
she felt in the presence of her ancestors 

DISCoVERIES
Stone and I undertake a debrief with the key crew, we want 
to understand what issues arose and where. The first scenes 
of the day take the longest, until a work rhythm is eventually 
established. Although we tried in advance to establish each 
troupes size and gender ratio, we were unsuccessful prior to 
the shoot, thus proving stressful for costume, make-up and 
hair. Information often varied on the day impacting on the 
payments, so some dance troupes were better remunerated  
than others. 

fig.11 fig.12 fig.13

SEXY SAVAGES 
As indicated by their name, these women use their 
choreography to question ‘Dusky Maiden’ stereotypes. As 
a trio, they naturally reference the Tahitian ‘three graces’ in 
strip 5 which Webb describes as ‘frisky ballerinas’. Rather 
than dancing in unison, we ask the Sexy Savages to dance 
as individuals, carousing and teasing each other. The charm 
of this segment lies in its playfulness, and that it doesn’t 
privilege an audience.

PACIFICA SWAY 
Continuing with the theme of Pacificans entertaining 
themselves, we workshop a scene with Aruna Po-Ching as 
a Kumu Hula (Master Hula teacher) training her protégé, 
a process not generally seen by the public. Swathed in 

Enari’s standing in the dance community, experience 
of traditional and contemporary Pacific dance, and his 
contacts has significantly transformed our relationships. 
He is versed in choreographic language, and has brilliant 
directing skills - from the first shoot he and I developed 
an intuitive working relationship. The scenes where we 
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position dancers at a forty-five degree angle to the lens 
which opens up the CGI space, while those resisting the 
spectators gaze adds validity. We want our talent to arrive 
on set as stress-free as possible, and so the preceding 
experiences can make a difference. There were no issues 
that Costume, Hair and Make-up crew members are gay 
Pakeha males. Their work is so good we realise that we are 
missing out on powerful portraits. We decide to employ 
a photographer for the next shoot as stills have great 
potential as separate artworks for fundraising, and can be 
used for publicity.

The last minute request for Hawaiian tattoos put our Make-
up Artist under pressure. What he described was feeling 
culturally unsafe, and that his professional integrity was 
put at risk. Ideally designs would be researched and make-
up trialed before-hand. Although this was not ideal, it was 
unavoidable in this circumstance as our goal is to remain 
open to all possibilities. After the topless performance, 
we amend our Talent Introduction to include “the work 
represents Pacific people in Pre-Colonial  times, and this 
will be reflected in the costumes and props used. This 
includes elements of ‘half dress’ and nudity in some of the 
scenes”. We need to be very clear, some performers may not 
want to appear alongside this imagery. I am also open to 
the inclusion of takatapui or fafafin’e stories, and may need 
to revise the Talent Introduction again.

I’m conscious that in Pursuit of Venus could fall into exotic 
cliches and I don’t want to create stereotypical portrayals. 
Communication is key: explaining to performers that  
in Pursuit of Venus provides opportunities for new 
representations. Enari and I discuss performance ideas 
and make suggestions to the talent, but I seek to record 
mutually agreed representations. Their responses vary 
influenced by personal confidence: those seizing this 
opportunity were generally more experienced performers, 
while others prefer to be directed. Some dancers needed 
time to understand the green-screen studio limitations, if 
any part of  their body exits the camera’s frame, it renders 
the video-take unusable, we need to allow more time  
for rehearsals. 

Audio playback is problematic as some groups arrive 
without music so we are forced to download music using 
a slow internet connection, this interrupts our work flow. 
We resolve to include an Audio Playback person in the 
next video-shoot. Another issue is audio: playback can’t be 
too loud because we want to record performance sounds 
like swishing skirts, cat-calls and stamping feet for our 
soundtrack. Most dancers would prefer to turn the volume 
up to create an atmosphere in the dry studio space. Sync-
sound requires us to record the live sound first for a clear 
recording and to set the beat; then the dancers perform 
to playback. Although this seems simple, it is counter-

intuitive to choreographic practice where dancers have 
rehearsed for hours to create simultaneous routines. We 
cannot use close-mic as the microphones are visible, and 
placing them out of shot records the  dry studio sound. 
This will require more audio manipulation to align it to 
the outdoor CGI landscape. Tatau were asked to pull their 
routine apart which was off-putting for them, and dancers 
become used to an audience encouraging them with cat-
calls, clapping and whistling. 

DRAFT  
in Pursuit of Venus - proof of concept 

26-29 JANUARY 2012
Despite hanging large colour photocopies of Les sauvages 
in the Costume department, our intentions are still unclear 
to some performers. We need an example of the video 
footage composited into the CGI illustration so the talent 
can better imagine themselves in it. We also need to see 
this new hybrid space, and ensure there are no technical 
problems with our approach. A moving-image version can 
help us better understand the editing process, and see if 
there are any better ways to approach the filming. We book 
a three-day edit, unsure  of how much work we can achieve 
in this short time.

figs.14-17
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DISCoVERIES
We began by placing trees in the CGI, scaling them to add 
depth of field, and add a colour grade to match them to the 
CGI. The vignettes are selected and we trial chromakeys. 
We create ‘mini-loops’ of a few seconds at the start and 
end of each scene to animate each character or scene. The 
mini-loops are better than still frames as they maintain 
movement, and this allows us to park the vignette until it’s 
ready to play. Adding shadows anchors the trees and video 
segments into the CGI space. A vignette placed over the 
whole composition, darkens the edges enhancing the feeling 
of peering into the illustration from behind the flora. 

As we increase the scale of  the trees and charcters, we 
reduce the amount of content able to fit on screen at one 
time – now we are faced with a lack of foreground and have 

more scenes than space. In this panoramic field standard 
cinematic conventions dissapear, there is no ‘edge of frame’. 

This presents editing dilemmas about how to get our 
characters on and off screen. Our options include using 
jump cuts, dissolves, or panning the CGI background. 
Jump cuts might be too jarring so slow dissolves may work 
better and even be suggestive of  fading memories and 
the passing of time. A moving background has differing 
connotations to a static one, and changes the static nature 
of Les sauvages. We need to do more video editing and 
experiment with these techniques to see what is most 
appropriate. 

Are their implications on the length of each vignette? and 
do the vignettes play concurrently or sequentially? My 

editor suggests they should be limited to between two 
and four minutes; long enough for each dance or drama. 
I’m loathe to make constraints just yet, and imagine that 
simultaneous and evolving content will captivate viewers. 
We can use sound to direct the audience attention to 
different areas of the composition. 

Compositing in After Effects is time consuming, and 
represents a significant component of post-production.
Questions around the soundtrack remain, I need to 
establish how much content can play simultaneously 
before creating a sound clash. My original idea was to 
compose an ambient soundtrack, but viewers of the demo 
have particularly responded to the Tatau performance 
perhaps because the live-recording brings an immediacy to 
the scene. In light of this feedback I will need to reconsider 
as I think its the live recording that conveys immediacy. 
We name this three-minute draft in Pursuit of Venus - proof 
of concept demo, at three minutes in length, it is a teaser 
designed to pique the interests of supporters and will 
attract venues.

So far Vivienne Webb’s Les sauvages de la mer Pacifique fold-
out catalogue cover has been our main image reference. Its 
been seven years since I saw Les sauvages while Stone never 
has. An impending speaking engagement at an indigenous 
conference in Melbourne provides the incentive for some 
primary research. I write to NGA to see if we can view 
their wallpaper. As they grant us permission for a back of 
house viewing in their storeroom, I secure an introduction 
to Vivienne Webb. We could easily extend the trip from 
Canberra to include a Sydney stopover, where she lives.

MONDAY 13  JANUARY,  2012
Les sauvages is so large that it is hung on two frames of 
ten drops each, so we only see half the wallpaper at a time. 
It was wonderful to see it, and once again I am surprised 
by Dufour’s masterpiece. The scale is magnificent and 
as remembered, the flora is unusual – while some plants 

fig.18
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are realistic others seem desert-like. There are warriors, 
musicians, children, fishermen, dogs and goats, and many 
seacraft from different Pacific nations. The sheer variety of 
costumes and subtle tonal variations is breathtaking, the 
wallpaper is quite different from the printed and online 
copies I’ve been viewing. And for the first time I am able to 
scrutinise the marines and agitated natives at the wallpapers 
centre where Captain Cook’s death at Kealakekua Bay is 
recorded in surprising detail. 

TUESDAY 14  JANUARY,  2012
Stone and I fly to Sydney for our pre-arranged meeting 
with Vivienne Webb. We are keen to discuss her research 
as we have an interest in publishing. She tells us of her 
meeting with Dufour’s great, great nephew, and that it was 
an Australian antiques dealer who alerted the NGA to the 
availability of a complete Les sauvages set. It was exciting 
to see Webb’s positive reaction to in Pursuit of Venus - 
proof of concept because she knows the work intimately. 
We leave with promises of assistance. Stone and I return 
home inspired by seeing the wallpaper and by the stories 
we’ve heard. We are conscious that the next shoot should 
leverage off the impending Pacifika Festival.

FRIDAY 3  FEBRUARY,  2012
I ask Ole Maiava about Pacifika acts, and he recommends 
two groups - one from Tahiti and another from Hawaii. 
We cannot connect with the Tahitians and decide to 
concentrate on Lauakea Foundation and local talent. 
Fortuitously Aruna Po Ching is Kumu hula of Auckland’s 
Lauakea Foundation, and with her endorsement she 
secures Hawaiian interest. Preparations begin in earnest 
for our most ambitious shoot. During the successful if 
somewhat frenzied one-day shoot, we record more scenes 
than there is room to discuss; outlined is a selection.

fig.19
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ACQUISITION VIDEO-SHOOT 3

SUNDAY 11  MARCH,  2012

BRIDE OF MANGAIA 
This scenario is based on the illustration Maninitori, The 
Mangaian wedding ceremony which features a male ariki 
(high-born person) wearing an astonishing headdress and 
walking across the backs of prostrate males. This reminds 
me of traditional Maori waka (canoe) traditions where 
a new vessel is launched using slaves backs as skids. I ask 
four male performers to re-enact this illustration, with 
Makerita Urale as a female ariki (high-born person). I 
was anxious that Polynesian gender politics might arise - 
when women step over someone she removes their tapu 
(sacredness). However, these contemporary males had no 
reservations, but I do feel somewhat disingenuous because 
I didn’t discuss these cultural implications.

TE WAKA HUIA 
We cast Chief Kaoora, and place him in a seated position 
with his back to the camera. He looks off into the distance 
where eventually Captain Cooks death scene will play. 
Beside Chief Kaoora, two Maori warriors practice 
weaponry while another stands watch. Reacting to Cooks 
death, the warriors perform a haka, all with their backs 
to the camera. Although it would have been a more 
spectacular haka had we seen their faces, we heighten 
the audience’s tension by maintaining focus on Cooks 
death on the foreshore. Te Waka Huia included a female 
member, and her response is to sing a waiata tangi (death 
lament), the gravity with which this is performed provides 
an emotional benchmark.

HAWAIIAN CHANT & DANCE 
At first troupe leader Kumu Blaine seems a little wary, and 
we talk through my concepts. I discuss the recording of 
the haka from behind to privilege the emotional moment 
over the spectator view. We discuss how Captain Cook is 

an esteemed and yet problematic figure. Satisfied with my 
ideas and process - Kumu Blain devises and appropriate 
response as a tribute to Cook. He performs and ancient 
mournful chant while behind him three female dancers 
slowly recline in unison, until they are kneeling on the 
ground their faces looking towards the heavens. 

OMAI & QUEEN OBEERA 
We conceive that Omai (Henry Taripo) and Queen Obeera 
(Makerita Urale) are planning Omai’s presentation to the 
Kingdom of Great Britain. Taripo and Urale are seasoned 
performers, and in a very simple and effective way brought 
these figures to life. Walking arm in arm around the green-
screen space, they use large tapa fans to suggest the heat of 
the day and to emphasise the importance of their unheard 
words. In retrospect I wish I’d concludced the scene with 
Queen Obeera removing the taonga (precious object) from 
around her neck, ceremonially handing it to Omai as a gift 
for some foreign King or diplomat. This scene represents 
Pacific people having autonomy and political agency.

MAN FROM BORABORA 
We show the Hawaiian tattoo artist Tricia Allen a famous 
Man from Borabora illustration and ask her to transfer 
the tattoo design onto Ali Fuemana. Allen resists our 
request quoting her research which revealed the design 
and subsequent copies are not authentic. Although we 
love its curious look, Allen’s knowledge must be respected 
and observed. Taking an entire day to complete, she 
transforms Fuemana into an impressive tattooed warrior. 
Using his imposing stature, we direct Fuemana to perform 
a ceremonial movement also in response to Cook’s death. 
Ali uses a long wooden staff to acknowledge the whenua 
(land), he then points it heavenwards before slowly  
drawing a circle around him. This scene was visually  
arresting and powerful.

DISCoVERIES
Shooting the day after Pasifika Festival has its drawbacks 
as many performers arrive on-set having had little sleep. 
We are unable to rehearse prior to the shoot resulting in a 
halting work flow. However, every time a different group 
or talent arrives in the studio they look breath-taking. 
We play off their personalities and visuality to invent 
a new scene each time. A last-minute crew addition was 
Cerisse Papalangi, and her lino block tattoo prints sped up 
the body adornment immensely. It displayed an uncanny 
kinship to Les sauvage’s wood-block production. Although 
much wonderful material was recorded, with the benefit of 
hindsight, I realise I’ve missed some filming opportunities. 
A case in point is Omai and Queen Obeera, Taripo was so 
impressive as Omai that I want to develop his character. As 
he lives in Rarotonga I’ll need to push my budget. It takes 
a mammoth effort to organise these intermittant one-day 
video-shoots, and I question the economic viability of this 
approach. Knowing the Captain Cook, Chief Mourner 
and mariner costumes will be expensive, and that these 
will provide important content, I decide the drama shoots 
need to be at least four-days long to create a workflow and 
maximise video output. 
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Stately Presentations
TUESDAY 4TH DECEMBER,  2012
in Pursuit of Venus uses a flexible video architecture to 
maximise exhibition opportunities. Museums have very 
different presentation concerns and capabilities than 
art galleries, and my first mainfestation of in Pursuit of 
Venus emphasises the interplay of the historical with the 
high-end. My masters is staged in Alberton House, it is a 
Colonial mansion in Mt Albert. The estate was originally 
owned by the Kerr Taylor family from 1863 until 1972. It is 
held in Alberton’s grandest room – the Ballroom which is 
decorated with William Morris’s wallpaper entitled India. 
The wallpaper also relates to the Kerr-Taylor’s colonial ties 

to India. I use Alberton’s antique furniture, a large glass 
and wooden vitrine houses two flat-screen monitors, a 
device I employed in Native Portraits and Mai i te aroha, ko 
te aroha. I enjoy the visual contrasts between TV monitors 
and the vitrines because they amplify cultural and historical 
differences. Alberton House is the type of Stately Home 
that Les sauvage de la mer Pacifique would have adorned. 
But as it was a French design, it was marketed to Europe 
and America rather than England and the colonies. So the 
artwork in Pursuit of Venus finally brings Les sauvages to an 
opulent colonial New Zealand home. 
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Stage 3 & Stage 4

post-Mdes: dates tbc
Close Encounters – the next 500 years in Winnipeg, 
Re:counting coup and imagineNATIVE in Toronto and 
Close Encounters in Chicago enabled opportunities to 
network. To collaborate with indigenous playwrights, 
actors and talent requires more international travel. An 
artist residency at Montalvo Art Centre near San Francisco 
provides me with time to plan Stage 3 and 4. During this 
time I will script the dramas (Appendix-3); Campbelltown 
Art Centre in Sydney can broker local connections and 
access to TAFE (Technical and Further Education) video 
facilities; while Hyde Park Art Centre links me to the 
Chicago Film School. These connections are important 
because I am working outside my New Zealand networks 
which has economic implications.

Epilog
in Pursuit of Venus has required a sustained effort and taken 
me on its own journey of exploration. Close Encounters led 
to Les sauvages inspiring an ambitious new video. Through 
discussions with friends and experts ways to produce it 
began to emerge. I realised the idea formulating in my mind 
was bigger than I could create alone and so I assembled 
a team who helped advance the work, galvanising the 
troupes. Creating the lush CGI illustration based on the 
wallpaper was a milestone - we had decided on a scale and 
set the scene. Now we could create a populace, a myriad 
of Pacific characters adorned in fabulous pre-colonial 
costumes. Using an unconventional approach, we gathered 
video content in phases filming our talent in a green-
screen studio. Editing the negotiated imagery; we chose 
the best video-takes, placed them in the composition, 
and decided on their order of reveal. in Pursuit of Venus – 
proof of concept confirmed our technical methodology of 

assembling two and three dimensional elements was indeed 
working. I now understand how to deliver a resolved 
artwork and am ready to move into Stage 3 where dramas 
will be collaboratively written and recorded. The sound 
design will include indigenous languages and maximise 
the spatial qualities of a 5.1 soundtack to enhance the 
viewers experience. Once amassed, the work is ready for its  
public life. 

Re-staging Les Sauvages as an immersive, multi-screen 
video installation is about scale and representation. I 
garner the technical and cultural skills gained from Native 
Portraits and Digital Marae taking them to an even more 
ambitious level where I engage with Pacific peoples to 
examine our colonial histories. In Les sauvages (2000) 
Webb notes “the revival of interest in this spectacular 
visual product of an alien past may indicate that this work 
is not merely of interest as a highly significant example of 
French Neo-classicism in the decorative arts, but is also a 
gateway to analysing those profound cultural shifts which 
have occurred in our European perspectives of what were 
colonised cultures” (p. 8). I reappraise the wallpaper’s 
original moment of making, providing a different focus 
for post-colonial discussions, one that uses the experiential 
and visual language of the post-cinema encounter. in 
Pursuit of Venus is a palimpsest providing sideline glances 
and investigating the ruptures of visible truths absent from 
the original work. 

I’m an urban Maori artist remaking a French 
Enlightenment wallpaper produced two centuries before 
me. In Decolonising methodologies (1999) Smith suggests 
that “reclaiming history is a critical and essential aspect of 
decolonisation” (p. 30). In its completed form, the presence 
of Cook and Bougainville “the heroes, the discoverers and 
fathers of colonisation” (p. 20) suggests their culpability in 
the conditions that followed. Contemporary technologies 
allow me to shift perspectives, the change from static 
images into embodied performances enacts a recovery of 

the past. Many performers have already conveyed their 
pride in taking part, in Pursuit of Venus has been made in 
a spirit of generosity. These peoples are not just survivors 
but full of life, they represent and recalibrate history from 
their own standpoints. Viewers will encounter subtle, 
more revelatory experiences of our perspectives, leading 
to different understandings than those arising out of 
theoretical renegotiations or textual critiques. My hope is 
to tantalise the audience because in Pursuit of Venus will be 
truly activated by their scrutiny. 
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Glossary
ariki     high-ranking person
atua     ancestors
haka     war dance
heiva     ceremonial gathering
K’Road     Karangahape Rd, Auckland Central
koha     gift, payment
Kumu     Master Teacher
Les sauvages de la mer Pacifique Natural men of the Pacific
marae     Land and complex of buildings
maro     loincloth
Matariki   Maori New Year
noa    free from sacredness
poupou    Maori ancestral carvings 
powhiri    ceremonial gathering
takatāpui   Third gender
tapa     bark cloth
tapu     sacred 
taonga     precious object  
waiata tangi    lament
waka     canoe
wharenui    meeting house
whenua     land
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APPENDIX 2     
SUPERNUMERIES -  CAST & CREW

CREW 
Lisa Reihana    Artist/Director 
Vivienne Stone   Producer 
Tim Gruchy     Technical Advisor  
James Pinker   Technical Support
    Sound Design
Sefa Enari    Choreographer 
Sam Tozer    Director of Photography
    Editor
Dominic Taylor   Gaffer 
Paul Rhodes   Gaffer Assistant 
Leilani Unasa    Production Manager 
Steven Ball    Costume Designer
Shamel Wanis   Costume Assistant 
Lisa Siatu’u Ioane   Costume Assistant 
Annie Mahon   Costume Assistant 
Andrew Douglas   Costume Assistant
Ngahuia Harrison  Dresser
Bryan Hobbscrowther  Hair & Styling 
Stefan Knight    Make-up 
Tom Peacock-Kirkwood  Make-up
James Allen   Make-up Assistant
Kallan McLeod   Photographer
Venus Stephens    Runner 
Filoi Vaila’au   Pacific Dance Liaison
Aaron Taouma   Pacific Dance Liaison
Tricia Allen   Tattoo Design
Cerisse Palalangi   Tattoo Design
Pickled Fig   Catering
Laurie Meleisea   Cyclorama Painting
Rachel Lilburn   Web-design
Richard Shaw   Business Card Design
Caroline Stone   Legal Counsel
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CAST
Steven Ball    Tattooed Palangi
Jeremiah Faitala    Tahitian Marriage Dance
Sionatane Fisiihoi   Turtle, Sex in the city
Ali Foa’i Man from Borabora,   Kava ceremony
Solomon Fuemana   Kava ceremony, Chief
Xavier Peterson    Taupou Dance, Arioi
Sia’ana Sauilemau   Sex in the city
Venus Stephens     Chief feeder 
Aaron Taouma    Kava ceremony
Tai Tapai    Club Dance
Henry Taripo    Omai, Arioi
Makerita Urale    Queen Obeera, Bride of Mangaia, Club Dance
Filoi Vaila’au    Taupou Dance, Club Dance, Samoan Dance, Sex in the city
Wendy Vannes    Tahitian Dance

SUPPORT
Campbelltown Art Centre
Creative New Zealand
Govett Brewster Art Gallery
Hyde Park Art Centre
South Seas Film School
Unitec Gerben Cath
Alan Jansson
Gene Jouvel

ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
James Pinker
Vivienne Stone
Shamel Wanis
Jason Rhodes
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DANCE TROUPES  
Cristy La’amea Almeida  Lauakea Foundation
Alan La’i Hunley
Blaine Kamalani Kia   Kumu Hula
Kaleonani N. Kia 
Kalleo-okalani Kia
Kikaukahananau Kia
Tamra Leilani Porter
Jordan Clark   Te Waka Huia
Kani Collier
Harley Hoani
Karena Koria 
Kingi Peterson
Turina Wehi 
Lulu French   Sexy Savages
Santana Schmidt
Charlene Tedrow
Temoko Ie   Pacifica Sway
Aruna Po-Ching
Aisake Akana   Tatau
David Muliaga
Fatu Su’a
Maalili Tautala 
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APPENDIX-3     
DRAMA DESCRIPTIONS

FORT VENUS: BANKS TRADING WITH A TAHITIAN CHIEF WHO LAYS TAPA ON THE GROUND
A WOMAN CAREFULLY STANDS ON THE TAPA, DROPS HER CLOTHING SLOWLY TURNS TO 
REVEAL HER MALU. 

BANKS AND THE CHIEF MOURNER IN THE VILLAGE SCARING AWAY SPIRITS.

BANKS BARTERING WITH A MAORI CHIEF FOR A CRAYFISH

TUPAIA DRAWING THE CHIEF MOURNER COSTUME & BARTERING SCENE

OMAI DANCING WITH SAILORS TO BAGPIPES & PENNYWHISTLES

SAILORS TRADING NAILS FOR WAHINE 

CAPTAIN COOK RECORDING THE TRANSIT OF VENUS AT FORT VENUS

CAPTAIN COOK & ARIOI 

COOKS DEATH IN HAWAII

BARTERING BETWEEN FRENCH AND LOCAL PEOPLE

LOCALS PRACTICING TA MOKO/TATAU, SAILORS RECEIVING TATTOOS
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